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Buttermere: 
 
Looking down to the ground as I listen to the sound of gravel moving 
under my feet, I continue forward, walking the path that I have walked 
so many times before. Feeling the coolness of the shade as the gentle 
wind wisps through my hair I draw my head up to be greeted by the 
beautiful landscape in front of me. I stop, halting the rhythm of 
footsteps that work so in sync with the natural surroundings and inhale 
a deep breath of cool spring, appreciating the spectacle in front of 
me. Intrigued to see the expanse of the beauty, my gaze wanders over 
the hazy light, following the path of angular shadow towards the other 
side of the lake. As I turn my gaze, drawing myself away from the 
dramatic landscape, I focus my eye on the far away shore, 
transporting myself to another world. 
 
I am no longer here, in the present.  
 
I am 8 years old, standing in the place that I was scrutinizing, looking 
towards my future self. Feeling the sun dance across my back as it 
peers through the rustling leaves of the trees, I continue to walk ahead 
to the pace of the lapping water hitting the shore. Feeling the 
boredom slumped inside me, I wonder how much longer this trail will 
take us as I look down at the ground, trying to distract myself with the 
pieces of gravel I frustratingly kick onto the path in front of me. 
Engulfed in my sense of impatience, I’m surprised when my closed off 
ears pick up an unusual sound coming from the path ahead. I stop, 
listening more intensely as I tilt my head in the direction of the sound, 
trying to determine its creator. Pinpointing a hollowness that is 
disrupting the crash of the waves onto the shore, I continue forward, 
over a mound, to try and bring it into view. As I near the little peak, I 
look down to the gravelly shore and see two wooden boats docked, 
bobbing to the waters ebb and flow. As I jump down onto the beach, I 
slowly make my way over to the boats, listening to the disturbed water 
as it knocks against their hull. Drawing closer to them, I focus my 
attention on the rivets of the woodwork, following its grain to the stern 
of the boat where I am confronted by the ominous Haystacks that 
penetrates the skyline. Standing there for a moment, taking in the view, 
I turn to try and scout for a seat in the dancing shade of the trees. 
Walking up the small beach, I perch on my chosen, rocky throne, 
leaning down to pick up rocks and feeling them slip through my fingers 
as I watch the scene in front of me. 
 
Mesmerized by the natural rhythm of the scene, the ebb and flow of 
the water, the bob of the boats, the movement of the leaves in the 
trees, my attention is pulled away, towards the path, where I here 
distant footsteps disturbing natures music. Peeling my gaze away from 
the landscape in front of me, I turn my head to see you appear at the 
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top of the mound, walking towards me with the rest of the group. 
Watching you as you look from me, back to the boats, I smile sweetly 
as you slowly step down onto the gravelly beach and head towards 
the shore. Analyzing the scene in front of you, I focus on your face and 
watch as your usually solemn face peels its way back into a delightful 
grin. Confused as to the revelation sprawled across your face, you turn 
to me, quicker than usual, and beckon me over to the waters edge. 
Standing up slowly, trying to decipher the new emotions that you’re 
expressing, I make my way over to you, across the pebbly beach and 
join you beside the boats. Looking up at your face to be greeted by 
the unusual grin, I draw my gaze downwards, trying to grasp an 
understanding of this animated situation. Following the support down 
that’s hung around your neck, my eyes pause on your hands, molded 
to the shape of your precious camera. Still confused, I look up at you 
before I slowly watch my hand as it delves into my pocket, dragging 
out my camera that I perch in my unsure hands. Looking across from 
my camera to yours, I look towards your hands that are now pointing 
into the distance, mirroring Haystacks peaks as if drawing an invisible 
painting. I follow my gaze back up to your face where you turn and 
gesture to my camera, a stream of words rolling off of your excitable 
tongue. Hanging on to your every word: 
 
Lighting 
Composition 
Perspective 
Framing 
 
I look down to my camera, carefully trying to follow your instructions. To 
please you. 
 
Crouching down next to the boats, steadying myself on the uneven 
cobbles, I look up at you, worrying that I may be doing something 
wrong. As I reach your gaze, you look down on me with a smile, 
offering a reassuring nod. Slowly drawing my attention back to my 
camera, I adjust my grip as I look out towards the boats in front of me, 
Haystacks looming above them as the branches of the trees dance to 
the shape of her peaks. Looking back at my camera, I slowly bring it up 
to my face, closing one eye as I peer through the viewfinder. Shrinking 
the landscape, it’s beauty, it’s significance, within the tiny frame, I 
move slightly, adjusting my position, trying to capture the most 
breathtaking section of the view in front of me. Listening as I hear you 
take a couple of steps back, I feel your presence. Silently waiting, 
watching. I wait a few seconds, looking at the restricted landscape 
bulging against the edges of the square… 
 
Snap.  
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I remember. That was the first time we shared a common interest, 
connected. That was the time you taught me how to compose a 
photo. 
 
 
Haystacks: 
 
Feeling the sun resting against my back, warming my core as I 
tentatively walk down from the breezy summit, I concentrate on my 
footwork, stepping over the angular boulders. Looking up to see the 
rocky path stretching out in front of me, my gaze is lead to the 
movement of the clouds reflected in Innominate Tarn. As I look towards 
your favourite place, our favourite place, my mind makes it difficult to 
experience the landscape in the here and now. Just me. In the 
present. And instead the past creeps up behind me, following me 
along the path like a shadow that’s never leaves. 
 
I stop and look, but I am no longer here, in the present.  
 
I’m about 13 years old, standing at the edge of the stream that blocks 
me from the roast of the path that takes us up to Innominate Tarn, the 
place that was always held so close to your heart. Listening to the 
trickling water as it cascades through the rocks on its downward 
journey off of the mountain, I stand and watch as the light shimmers 
through the water, dancing to the sound of the flow. Hearing the 
squelch of my family’s footsteps come up behind me, trudging through 
the marshy moss surrounding the stream, I turn round and watch as 
they all approach. As I look at the faces coming towards me, I see a 
wariness following them like a cloud. I tilt, looking through a gap in the 
group and watch you as you slowly make your way towards the 
stream. Your back is hunched, cowering away from the heat of the 
sun, your face dug deep into your jacket, hiding under your hat. Your 
feet barely lift. They scrape the floor as you take a step, creating a 
path of destruction behind you. You were getting old. 
 
You are old. 
 
Drawing my attention away from you, my Dad comes to join me 
beside the stream before nodding in approval for me to take the first 
step. Looking down at the stepping-stones surrounded by water, I 
slowly take my first step. Making contact with the rock, I look up at the 
stepping-stone path stretched out in front of me and embrace the 
ease of the challenge, using my confidence to push me towards the 
other side of the stream. Reaching the end of the stepping-stones, I 
leap to the shore, planting my feet in the bouncy moss that receives 
me. Looking down at my engrossed trainers I draw my gaze up before 
swiveling round to see who was next to attempt the crossing. 
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One-by-one my family makes their way across, some slightly more agile 
than others, until only you and my Dad are left on the other side. 
Looking at you as you exchange a worrisome look with my Dad, I smile 
at you both, beckoning you across and teasing you with how easy it is. 
Watching as you slowly make your way to the shore, I wonder how you 
will manage the challenge of the stream on your tentative feet. 
 
You take your first step, planting it firmly on the rock that greets you. 
Then the second… The third. Concentrating on the broken path in front 
of you, I watch as your momentum is pushing you forward, speeding 
you up. Too fast. Too fast to place your feet. Your ankle turns, you slip 
into the stream, and you catch yourself landing on your hands and 
knees into the cold water below. I watch as you wait, frozen in place, 
letting out a little giggle as I smile across to my Dad across the other 
side of the river.  
 
Panic. I fall silent as I watch him jump into the stream, wading through 
the shallow water to your frozen side. Leaning down, he tentatively tries 
to pull you out of your state of shock, panic peaking in his voice. He 
takes your arm and slowly lifts you up before clumsily carrying you to 
the shore where we all watch. Bemused, shocked, stunned. 
 
As the swarm of panic rushes over to you, I watch as my Dad sits you 
down on a plump heather bush, before following, slowly, confused and 
worried. As I draw close, I see the water dripping from your clothes, 
surrounding you in a small puddle of water. Working my gaze up to 
your face I slip past one of the adults to see if you’re okay, ask if you’re 
okay, knowing full well that you’re not. Grabbing the attention of the 
panicking adult that I just snuck past, they turn round and look at me 
before placing their hand onto my shoulder, diverting me away from 
the commotion, the worry. 
 
I wait. Watching you embarrassed and ashamed as the take their turns 
attending to you. Back and fourth, back and fourth, back and fourth. 
They discuss, they converse, they attend. Over and over again, until 
they slowly break away from their worrying routine. They walk over 
towards me and collect their things telling me that it’s time to go, to 
continue our trek. 
 
Jumping up with excitement I smile at the faces looking down at me 
before turning on my heel and walking up the path. Taking the journey 
in my stride, back in my element, I decide to quickly turn around, 
completing my usual check to see if everyone was still with us. I stop. 
Scanning the sea of faces that are walking towards me, something felt 
wrong, I peered through the gaps of the group, back to the stream 
and see you sitting there, watching us as we walk away from you. 
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Upset with what I see, I turn to my family: 
“What about Grandpa and Dad?” 
“They’re staying there. We’re going to meet them on the way back 
down.” 
 
Engulfed by my sense of upset, I freeze, not wanting to go any further. 
A friendly hand touches my shoulder, tentatively drawing me away 
from the stream, persuading me forward. I look back over my shoulder, 
watching you sit there as I walk away from you. Leaving you. 
 
I remember. I wouldn’t have done it. I would have stayed. If only I knew 
that this was going to be the last Lakeland walk I ever did with you. 
 
 


